QUESTION: How many classes are you allowed to take including electives at once per semester?  
ANSWER: Max you can enroll in is 18 in a semester. But, we don’t typically encourage starting in 18 hours, unless you really feel comfortable in it (we want to make sure you have the time to be successful and that looks different for each student).

QUESTION: Are the learning communities optional or mandatory or is it just a guide?  
ANSWER: They aren’t mandatory, but they are really encouraged as you might notice that seat availability in these course outside of the Learning Community are very different than LC options.

QUESTION: Could you pull back up the math placement page that you had screenshared? I want to take a screenshot  
ANSWER: You can find the Ppt in our “Help Guides” on the CSM New Students page.

QUESTION: If the chem lab is full and I take it in the spring would should I take in place of it for the fall?  
ANSWER: The lab is only 1 credit hour, so you might not need to add anything else, but pending credit hours, general education options are good to balance your schedule with.

QUESTION: Will your freshman year be tough based on the classes you are registering for? Can you be able to maintain a schedule without being stressed out?  
ANSWER: STEM majors are high reward, but hard work. So, strong time management and study skills are key for progressing through the degree. You can do it, but we want to make sure you’re doing what makes sense for you!

QUESTION: Where can you find a list of free electives?  
ANSWER: Free electives are basically anything that isn’t going somewhere else in the degree. So, there’s not really a list (because it’d be a REALLY long list), but courses that you meet the requirements to register for that aren’t required in your degree can typically go to free electives.

QUESTION: Is 8am the earliest class and 6pm the latest?  
ANSWER: It’s the typical earliest class time (some other majors sometimes have 7am course, but that’s not a norm for us) and some will go beyond 6pm (sometimes night labs go later).

QUESTION: Do you have to go off the times your schedule give or can you change the time?  
ANSWER: You’re registering for certain times, but you can change what classes you’re registered for while registration is open.

QUESTION: How will we know if/when we are taking classes virtually opposed to taking them on campus?  
ANSWER: The Academic Colleges at KSU are still in the process of evaluating the fall schedule to determine the most effective way to offer things (down to the individual sections), with safety measures in mind. Generally speaking, since the University System of Georgia hasn’t shifted to "online only" for Fall semester, the academic departments are looking at best practices with every course and, if possible, how to safely offer them on campus (or if not possible in the slightest, then looking at online modes of courses). So to be completely honest, we don’t currently know what changes we will see for Fall semester course sections since they haven’t finalized that information yet. But, I am hoping that we will hear something in the next couple of weeks. Just as a reminder, you can adjust your schedule through add/drop (August21st). https://coronavirus.kennesaw.edu/
QUESTION: Hey! My parents and I decided I’m mostly doing online this semester/year because of covid. Is there an option for that when I sign up for classes?
ANSWER: Online options of courses typically have a “W##” in the section number. So, if you look at ENGL 1101, ENGL 1101 Section W## is typically online. eCore is also online! You can see these through the Class Schedule Search feature in Owl Express.

QUESTION: hi so I was wondering how I should shape my schedule for a pre med type track
ANSWER: For now, the degree starts you on the path and prereqs required for pre-med. A lot of the shaping of your degree will occur later in the degree since it starts in the intro sciences.

QUESTION: How do I know what general ed classes I need to take
ANSWER: DegreeWorks on Owl Express is a great way to see what’s required!

QUESTION: Will we be using online or physical textbooks?
ANSWER: Depends on the course. Your professors and syllabi will share that information.

QUESTION: If we took Pre-Cal in our senior year is it still required our freshman year of college?
ANSWER: If it was high school level precalculus, it’s a little different from college level precalculus, so Precalc might still be right for you! Just talk with an advisor.